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Abstract 

 

 

The present study investigated orthographic and phonological processing in L2 French spoken word 

recognition with Finnish learners of French using the masked cross-modal priming paradigm. 

Experiment 1 showed a repetition effect in L2 within-language priming that was most pronounced 

for high proficiency learners and a significant effect for French pseudohomophones. In the 

between-language Experiment 2, high proficiency learners showed significant facilitation from L1 

Finnish to L2 French shared orthography in the absence of phonological and semantic overlap.  

This effect was not observed in the lower intermediate group, which showed a significant benefit of 

L1 pseudohomophones instead. The orthographic effect in the high proficiency group was 

modulated by subjective familiarity showing facilitation for less familiar but not for highly familiar 

words. The results suggest that with L2 learners, the extent to which orthographic information 

affects L2 spoken word recognition depends on their L2 proficiency. 
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Proficiency modulates early orthographic and phonological processing in L2 spoken word 

recognition 

 

Introduction 

Even though speech is the primary means of human linguistic communication, millions of 

people are daily exposed to and use written language. While it may not come as a surprise that 

spoken language phonology is automatically activated and affects the processing of written 

language (e.g. Rastle & Brysbaert, 2006; see Frost, 1998 for a review) – after all, most people learn 

their first language through speech – it may seem more surprising that orthography might be 

activated during online speech recognition and might affect linguistic representations in 

fundamental ways. Yet this is the hypothesis put forward by many current models of word 

recognition (e.g., Grainger & Ferrand, 1994; Grainger, Diependaele, Spinelli, Ferrand, & Farioli, 

2003; Grainger & Ziegler, 2011; Taft & Hambly, 1985; Taft, 2006; Taft, 2011). What makes this 

observation especially important, however, is that many people who are daily faced with the task of 

learning a foreign or a second language, do this in formal instructional settings often based mostly 

on written language. We could therefore assume that orthography has a much more significant role 

for the shaping of the linguistic representations in these learning contexts. Consequently, 

orthography might also have a different role in the processing of spoken language depending on 

how proficient the language learner is. 

It has been shown in different tasks in L1 that orthography is activated during speech 

processing. This is the case in metaphonological tasks, like rhyme judgements (Seidenberg & 

Tanenhaus, 1979; but see Damian & Bowers, 2009; Pattamadilok, Kolinsky, Ventura, Radeau & 

Morais, 2007 and Pattamadilok, Perre & Ziegler, 2011, for discussion on the automaticity of 

orthographic activation), or phoneme detection (Hallé, Chéreau & Ségui, 2000), but also in tasks 

that do not demand phonological awareness. For example, Chéreau, Gaskell, and Dumay (2007) 
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showed that phonological priming effects in auditory lexical decision were modulated by the degree 

of orthographic overlap between primes and targets. 

Grainger et al. (2003) reported orthographic effects in French using the masked priming 

method  within and across modalities in visual and auditory lexical decision tasks (for masked 

priming, e.g. Forster & Davis, 1984; See Kinoshita & Lupker, 2003, for an overview). Grainger et 

al. (2003, p.1256) stated that if any repetition effects can be obtained under masked priming, “they 

are assumed to reflect rapid automatic activation of representations shared by prime and target”. 

The authors contrasted visual and auditory lexical decision tasks using visual masked priming with 

both modalities and obtained a repetition priming effect (<franc> - [fʀ  ]) with a 53ms prime 

duration and a pseudohomophone (<frant> - [fʀ  ]) priming effect with a slightly longer 67ms 

prime duration in both visual and auditory modalities. They also reported significant facilitation 

from orthographically related primes (<frinc> - [fʀ  ]) with both modalities with the longer prime 

duration. As the pseudohomophone facilitation did not differ significantly from the facilitation of 

the orthographic condition, they argued that both orthographic and phonological overlap between 

primes and targets is needed to obtain significant effects. Because the priming effects increased 

when sublexical orthographic or phonological overlap increased, and because the effects did not 

depend on target modality, the authors argued that the locus of these effects was sublexical. 

The most convincing evidence for the activation of orthography during speech processing 

comes from the so called consistency effect. Ziegler and Ferrand (1998) were the first to discover 

that words with a phonological rime associated with only one possible spelling (<bague>- [bag] cf. 

<vague> [vag]) were recognized faster than words with a phonological rime with multiple spellings 

(<plomb>  p     cf. <nom>  n   , <ton>  t   , <prompt>  pr   , <tronc>  tr   , <long>       . The 

same effect was observed also with Portuguese (Ventura, Morais, Pattamadilok & Kolinsky, 2004) 

although its magnitude was smaller with this more transparent orthography (Pattamadilok, Morais, 

Ventura & Kolinsky, 2007). 
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There are currently two main explanations for the activation of orthography during spoken 

word processing. Many studies (e.g. Luo, Johnson & Gallo, 1998) support the idea that reading 

triggers an automatic online activation of the phonological forms of words. To account for the co-

activation of orthography and phonology, interactive-activation models assume that there are two 

separate codes, the orthographic and the phonological, with automatic links between them. Thus, 

according to this ONLINE CO-ACTIVATION ACCOUNT, when people learn to read new words, 

orthographic representations that are separate from the pre-existing phonological representations are 

formed, and strong links are created between the two representations at both lexical and sublexical 

levels. These links lead to an automatic co-activation of the orthographic representations during 

listening and to an automatic co-activation of the phonological representations during reading. 

(Grainger & Ferrand, 1996; Grainger et al., 2003; Ziegler & Ferrand, 1998; Ziegler, Muneaux, & 

Grainger, 2003). In contrast, the RESTRUCTURATION ACCOUNT claims that there are no separate 

representations for orthographic and phonological codes. Instead, the account argues that learning 

to read and acquiring the new orthographic information fundamentally changes the pre-existing 

phonological representations into abstract representations that amalgamate both orthographic and 

phonological information. As a consequence, orthographic effects during spoken word processing 

are taken as arising within the phonological system and resulting from these abstract phonological 

representations influenced by orthography (Muneaux & Ziegler, 2004; Taft, 2006; Taft, 2011; Taft, 

Castles, Davis, Lazendic & Nguyen-Hoan, 2008; Taft & Hambly, 1985; Ziegler & Goswami, 

2005). Even though there is yet no consensus as to this question, recent brain imaging studies 

exploring the locus of the orthographic activation seem to be in support of the restructuration 

account, as the activation during orthographic effects takes place mostly in the brain areas 

specialized in phonological processing (Pattamadilok, Knierim, Kawabata Duncan & Devlin, 2010; 

Perre, Pattamadilok, Montant & Ziegler, 2009). 
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Orthography and L2 speech processing 

Learning a foreign or second language (henceforth L2) is in many ways different from 

learning the first language, and this has some implications for the processing of the spoken 

language as well. First of all, learners of L2 are already familiar with one phonological system, that 

of their native language (L1), and this may influence the learning of a new phonological system. 

Weber and Cutler (2004) investigated this using the visual world eye-tracking paradigm. They 

showed with L1 Dutch learners of L2 English that when there are differences between the L2 and 

L1 phoneme categories, L2 speakers try to interpret the unfamiliar L2 phonemes as belonging to the 

familiar L1 categories even in L2 spoken word recognition. This can lead to increased lexical 

competition and slow down the recognition of spoken words in L2. 

Another crucial difference compared to learning the native language – when the learning of 

the foreign language takes place in an instructional setting – is that the learners are already literate. 

This is important, because it means that L1 phoneme to grapheme correspondences are already 

established. As the spelling-to-sound correspondences vary from one language to another, new 

correspondences often have to be learned when learning a foreign language. Hayes-Harb, Nicol and 

Barker (2010) used an artificial language to study how L1 orthography influences the learning of 

new words in auditory modality. The participants remembered the new words equally well in a later 

testing phase independent of whether they had in the training phase been presented with only 

congruent orthographic information, both congruent and incongruent orthographic information or 

no written forms at all. However, when the orthographic form was available in the learning phase, it 

affected the phonological representation: the group that had been presented with incongruent 

spellings was less accurate with the words that were spelled differently than in their L1. Similarly, 

Escudero, Hayes-Harb and Mitterer (2008) showed that a novel vowel contrast was easier to learn 

when the contrast was present also orthographically and when the orthographic form was learned 

together with the phonological form. Moreover, Bassetti (2006) showed that it was more difficult 
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for learners using the Roman alphabet in their L1 to learn to pronounce Chinese vowels when 

Pinyin, phonetic alphabet using Roman letters, was used together with Chinese characters in the 

initial stages of learning. The use of the Roman alphabet activated L1 vowel categories and thus the 

new categories in Chinese were more difficult to learn (for the influence of L1 orthography on L2 

phonology, see also Escudero & Wanrooij, 2010).  These results suggest that L1 orthography can 

influence the learning of second language orthography and phonology. 

There is also evidence that the depth of L1 orthographic system can influence L2 processing 

(for orthographic depth hypothesis, see e.g. Katz & Feldman, 1983; Katz & Frost, 1992). Wang, 

Koda and Perfetti (2003) showed that native speakers of a language with shallow orthography 

(Korean) made more categorisation errors on English homophones (stare vs. stair) than on 

orthographic controls (e.g., stars), but speakers of a language with a deep orthography (Chinese) 

did not show this effect. Lemhöfer, Dijkstra, Schriefers, Baayen, Grainger and Zwitserlood (2008) 

suggested that in L2 visual word recognition, native speakers of orthographically deep languages 

might be using the full word representation (lexical level) whereas speakers of a language with a 

shallow orthography might rely more on sublexical orthographic representations. 

To our knowledge, there are no studies focusing on the role of orthography in L2 spoken 

word processing although there is some evidence from orthographic effects in L2 visual word 

recognition showing that masked orthographic primes can simultaneously activate lexical 

representations in both L1 and L2 even in a monolingual task (Bijeljac-Babic, Biardeau & Grainger, 

1997), and that also non-target language orthographic neighbours can cause inhibition (van Heuven, 

Dijkstra & Grainger, 1998). These results are in line with the assumption that bilingual visual word 

recognition is language non-selective, meaning that at the presentation of a word, candidates from 

both languages are activated at an early stage of the recognition process (e.g. Dijkstra & van 

Heuven, 2002; Dijkstra, Hilberink-Schulpen & van Heuven, 2010).  
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One consequence of many L2 learners being literate is that the teaching and the learning of 

L2 are often based on written language to a significant degree. The orthographic forms of new 

words are in this learning context often acquired together with the phonological forms, if not before 

them. As a result, we could assume that orthography has a more important role in L2 representation 

and processing. As mentioned above, recent studies seem to support the restructuration account as 

an explanation for the orthographic effects in L1 speech processing. However, diachronically the 

restructuration process as such does not seem suitable for explaining L2 processing in learners who 

are already literate in their L1 and have been exposed to written language during the learning of L2, 

if it assumes chronologically prior establishment of phonological representations. Rather, in this 

learning context, we might argue that a co-structuration account where orthographic and 

phonological information contribute in parallel to the formation of lexical representations would be 

more plausible, in some cases maybe even with orthography dominating over phonology. If 

orthographic forms of words are learned first or simultaneously with the corresponding 

phonological forms, we could hypothesize that the lexical representations so formed would contain 

both orthographic and phonological information from the early stages of L2 learning. Another 

possible explanation in line with the on-line activation account would be that learning written and 

spoken word forms leads to the formation of two sets of separate representations, orthographic and 

phonological both at the sublexical and lexical levels. In the early stages of L2 learning there could 

be only a few links and little interaction between the two, but along the learning process new links 

would be created enabling more interaction between orthography and phonology. 

However, since L2 learning process is often influenced by the pre-existing L1 sub-lexical 

categories - phonological and orthographic, as described above – and because L2 learning in 

instructional settings is often based on both quantitatively and qualitatively poor input compared to 

L1, it means that at least in the initial stages of L2 learning, lexical representations might be 

relatively unstable (see de Bot & Lowie, 2010; Jiang, 2000), and also contain erroneous information 
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resulting from the interference of L1 or of the previously learned foreign languages. When the 

grapheme-to-phoneme conversion rules together with the written and spoken forms of the words in 

L2 become more familiar with the increasing amount of input, lexical representations will contain 

more accurate information and the orthographic and phonological correspondences will become 

more native-like. 

For spoken word recognition, the co-structuration account described above would predict 

orthographic effects from the initial stages of L2 learning whereas the interactive-activation account 

would predict stronger orthographic effects as the learners get more proficient and have more stable 

lexical representations and stronger links between orthography and phonology. Knowing the 

importance of orthography and written language in formal instructional settings, it is likely that 

lower proficiency learners have strong orthographic representations for the L2 words, and in 

consequence might show stronger orthographic effects than the higher proficiency learners, who 

could be expected to rely more on the phonological form of L2 words. However, due to both 

quantitatively and qualitatively poor spoken language input, we expect the lower proficiency 

learners to have quite weak phonological representations and such deficits in their phoneme-to-

grapheme mappings (not strong enough links from phonology to orthography) that spoken input 

would not induce strong orthographic effects. It is also possible that the nature of the lexical 

representations and the mechanisms of orthographic activation are not the same at different 

proficiency levels. Lower proficiency learners might have separate orthographic and often 

inadequate phonological representations, whereas higher proficiency learners might have integrated 

representations with both orthographic and more accurate phonological information. In this case the 

online co-activation account would be more plausible for explaining possible orthographic effects 

with lower proficiency learners and the co-structuration account with higher proficiency learners. 

All in all, more proficient learners should become more accurate and faster in spoken word 
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recognition with the increased experience of orthographic and phonological characteristics of L2 

words. 

As there are no previous findings concerning orthographic effects with L2 learners, we 

began by investigating the role of orthography in auditory L2 word recognition using masked cross-

modal priming. 

Current study 

In order to examine the influence of orthography during L2 spoken word recognition, we 

investigated the relationship between orthographically and phonologically related primes and target 

words in lexical decision using masked visual-auditory cross-modal priming (as in Grainger et al., 

2003). First, we wanted to explore the relationship between orthographic and phonological 

information in L2 word recognition, and thus contrasted orthographic priming with a phonological 

condition. Second, we wanted to further assess the language independent lexical access account and 

therefore used both within language priming in L2 and cross-linguistic priming from L1 to L2. 

Finally, we investigated the extent to which orthographic and phonological effects would be 

modulated by L2 proficiency level and subjective familiarity of the target words. 

The first experiment investigated L2 to L2 visual priming in spoken word recognition in a 

partial replication of Grainger et al. (2003, Exp. 4 and 5). We contrasted three conditions in priming 

spoken French target words such as [staʒ] (<stage>, ‘course’ : (1  repetitions, that is orthographic 

equivalents of the auditory targets (e.g., <stage> – [staʒ], (2) non-word pseudohomophones which 

according to French grapheme-phoneme conversion rules could be pronounced like the target words 

(e.g., <staje>  staʒ ), and (3) non-word controls that had no form overlap with the targets (e.g., 

<bleur> [b œʀ]). If the activation of the orthographic form of the word induces facilitation in the 

processing of its phonological form we should obtain facilitation in the repetition condition. If the 

effects are comparable to L1 speakers of French (Grainger et al., 2003), we should also observe 

facilitation in the pseudohomophone condition. If orthography does play a role in L2 spoken word 
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recognition, we would expect the repetition effect (100% orthographic and phonological overlap 

between written primes and spoken targets) to be stronger than the pseudohomophone effect (partial 

orthographic overlap between written primes and spoken targets). We would also expect more 

proficient learners to show stronger, more native-like effects. 

The second experiment investigated whether L1-L2 orthographic overlap would affect L2 

spoken word processing in the absence of phonological or semantic similarity. French auditory 

words were preceded by one of three L1-based (Finnish) visual primes: (1) words with orthographic 

onset overlap, i.e., semantically unrelated existing Finnish words with a three letter onset overlap 

with the target, L1 <huivi> ([huivi], ‘scarf’  priming L2  ɥi ] (<huile>, ‘oi ’ ; (2) Finnish 

pseudohomophones, phonologically and orthographically legal non-words which are pronounced 

closely like the targets, L1 <yil> ([yil , ‘non-word’  priming L2  ɥi ]; and (3) unrelated Finnish 

words with no semantic, phonological, or orthographic overlap with the target: L1 <saate> ([saːte], 

‘covering note’  priming L2  ɥi ]. It must be emphasized that all the primes in condition 1 had only 

orthographic, but no phonological overlap with the targets (e.g. [huivi] vs. [ɥi ]. If the orthographic 

overlap of the primes and targets in condition 1 facilitates word recognition, it suggests that the 

locus of the orthographic effects is sublexical. If these real word L1 orthographic primes increase 

lexical competition and produce inhibition, the locus of the effects is more likely lexical. The L1 

pseudohomophones, in turn, could facilitate the processing for learners who have not yet developed 

stable L2 orthographic representations, but might not influence to the same extent the processing of 

advanced learners who are more familiar with the L2 grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences.  

It is well known that L2 processing is influenced by proficiency level, age of acquisition 

(AoA) and exposure to the foreign language (e.g., Indefrey, 2006). We wanted to study learners 

who were literate in their L1 when starting to learn the L2, in other words relatively late learners, 

and control for their proficiency level and exposure in L2 as well as possible. This allowed us to 
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examine whether proficiency influences the role that orthography has in spoken language 

processing. 

Frequency is perhaps the most robust factor affecting language processing, and influences 

lexical decision tasks in both in visual (for a review Seidenberg, 1995; for L2 e.g., Duyck, 

Vanderelst, Desmet & Hartsuiker, 2008) and auditory domains (e.g. Taft & Hambly, 1986). 

However, learners of a foreign or second language can have very different vocabularies depending 

on their proficiency level and their personal learning experiences. Therefore we assessed the 

influence of frequency by having the participants rate the target words for subjective familiarity 

(see Balota, Pilotti, & Cortese, 2001; Connine, Mullinex, Shernoff, & Yelen, 1990; de Groot, 

Borgwaldt, Bos & van den Eijnden, 2002; Gernsbacher, 1984) and including the by-participant 

ratings in the data analysis. On the basis of L1 and L2 visual word recognition, we predict 

familiarity effects also in L2 auditory word recognition. 

Experiment 1: repetition and pseudohomophone priming from L2 to L2 

In order to investigate orthographic influences on L2 spoken word processing we used 

forward and backward masked cross-modal priming (67ms SOA) tapping into the early stage of 

form processing. Experiment 1 was a partial replication of Experiments 4 and 5 by Grainger et al. 

2003 combining repetition and pseudohomophone visual priming with auditory lexical decision. 

They obtained a repetition priming effect with a 53ms prime duration and a pseudohomophone 

priming effect with a slightly longer 67ms prime duration in both visual and auditory modalities in 

French. As the pseudohomophone facilitation did not differ significantly from the facilitation of the 

orthographic condition, they argued that both orthographic and phonological overlap between 

primes and targets is needed to obtain significant effects. Because the priming effects increased 

when sublexical orthographic or phonological overlap increased, and because the effects did not 

depend on target modality, the authors argued that the locus of these effects was sublexical. If we 

found similar effects with L2 as with L1 speakers, it would suggest that the activation of the 
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orthographic form can influence phonological processing also with L2 learners. Similarly, obtaining 

pseudohomophone effects could suggest phonological but also to some degree orthographic 

facilitation, because many of the pseudohomophones also share several letters with the written form 

of the spoken targets. If orthography influences L2 spoken word recognition, we would however 

expect the effect of 100% orthographic overlap (repetition priming) to be larger than the effect of 

partial orthographic overlap (pseudohomophone priming). In contrast, obtaining a priming effect of 

the same magnitude in the two conditions would be problematic for a strong influence of 

orthography.  

Based on earlier literature, we expect high proficiency learners to show overall faster 

reaction times and less errors than the lower proficiency groups. As we hypothesized above, if the 

lower proficiency group is relatively more dependent on orthography than the more advanced 

learners, they might show relatively stronger effects of repetition compared to the 

pseudohomophones than the high proficient learners. This would be in line with co-structuration 

initially relying more on spelling than sound. If, however, the online co-activation account is 

correct, we might expect weaker orthographic and stronger phonological facilitation for the less 

advanced group, because the necessary orthography-phonology linkages would not be as stable as 

with the more advanced learners.  

Method 

Participants 

Seventy-five undergraduates majoring in French Studies from the University of Turku 

participated for a course credit or volunteered. All participants were native speakers of Finnish. 

They reported no hearing impairment or language deficits and had normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision. They were all unbalanced late bilinguals having Finnish as their L1 and French as their L2-

L5 in order of acquisition (L4 for 77% of the participants). None of the participants was an early 

bilingual in any other language and Finnish. Their L1, Finnish, has a transparent orthographic 
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system with only minimal inconsistency in grapheme to phoneme relations, e.g. <n> = /n/, but 

<nk> = /ŋk/ and <ng> = /ŋː/. The L2 French writing system is less transparent: it has rather 

consistent grapheme-to-phoneme relations (e.g. ou = /u/ but <ai> = / /, <aill> = /aj/ and <ain> = 

/  /, but quite inconsistent phoneme-to-grapheme relations (/ / = <o>, <ô>, <ot>, < os>, <au>, 

<aux>, <eau>, <eaux>; /  /= <in>, <ein>, <eint>, <ain>, <ym>). Thus, our participants are 

accustomed to near one-to-one correspondence between letters and sounds in their L1 Finnish and 

have to learn that L2 French sounds can have multiple spellings. 

Proficiency levels 

The proficiency level of the participants in French was assessed with the DIALANG-test 

(Huhta, Luoma, Oscarson, Sajavaara, Takala & Teasdale, 2002) in five sub-skills (reading, 

listening, vocabulary, grammar and writing) on the six point Common European Framework of 

Reference -scale (Council of Europe, 2001). The overall scores for the DIALANG-test ranged from 

lower intermediate (B1) to highly proficient (C2). The participants’ background factors, age-of-

acquisition (AoA), length of residence in a French-speaking country, the order of acquisition for 

French and the number of other languages spoken, were assessed with a questionnaire. These 

factors are summarized in Table 1. 

---Please, insert Table 1 about here--- 

Three background factors – L2 proficiency score, age of acquisition and length of residence 

in an L2 speaking country – were used to divide the participants into three proficiency level 

subgroups. The range of overall proficiency scores from the DIALANG-test on the CEFR-scale was 

from B1 (Threshold level) to C2 (Mastery level). The three proficiency subgroups therefore 

represented lower intermediate (n = 24), higher intermediate (n = 27) and high proficiency levels (n 

= 24). 

Materials 
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We used the same set of target stimuli as Grainger et al. (2003) in their Experiment 5. Two 

targets (linge and noix) were excluded from the original set, because they were used in Experiment 

2. We thus obtained a set of 58 words and 58 non-words which served as targets in Experiment 1 

(see Appendix A). They were monosyllabic words with a mean lemma frequency (LEXIQUE-

database; New, Pallier, Ferrand & Matos, 2001) of 85.4 (films = spoken frq) / 114.7 (books = 

written frq) per million words. Other characteristics of the targets are summarized in Table 2. 

---Please, insert Table 2 about here--- 

The auditory stimuli were spoken by a female French native speaker and recorded onto a 

computer hard disk. The average length for word targets was 4.7 letters and 3.2 phonemes. These 

auditory targets were associated with three different visual prime stimuli: (1) repetitions, (2) non-

word pseudohomophones and (3) non-word controls. In the repetition priming condition, primes 

were real words and orthographic equivalents of the auditory targets (e.g., <stage>  staʒ  priming 

[staʒ ). In the pseudohomophone condition, primes were non-words, which according to French 

grapheme-phoneme conversion rules could be pronounced like the target words (e.g., <staje>  staʒ  

priming  staʒ  . In the contro  condition, primes were non-words showing no form overlap with the 

targets (e.g., <bleur> [b œʀ  priming  staʒ  . A   primes and non-word controls were matched with 

targets for length. 

Design and procedure 

The targets were counterbalanced between three experimental lists so that each list included 

only one of the above priming conditions (1-3) per target. All lists included an equal number of 

trials from each condition. The participants were assigned to the experimental lists in the order of 

appearance. 

The participants were tested individually in a quiet room. The experimental session 

consisted of a practice block, an experimental block and a target familiarity rating task, in that 

order. The practice block consisted of 20 targets (10 words and 10 non-words, none of which 
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appeared in the experimental lists). Only unrelated primes were used in the practice block. The 

experimental block consisted of two separate experiments, Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (below), 

presented one after another in a counterbalanced order between participants. Experiment 1 consisted 

of 116 prime-target pairs (i.e., 58 words and 58 non-words) and Experiment 2 of 90 prime-target 

pairs (45 words and 45 non-words, described in detail below), which were presented in a 

randomized order for each participant. Figure 1 depicts the timeline of the experiment. Each trial 

began with the presentation of a forward mask consisting of 11 hash marks (###########) together 

with two vertical lines (i.e., one above and one beneath the centre of the forward mask. This 

forward mask was presented for 500ms in the centre of the computer screen. Following the mask, 

the prime appeared in the same location in lowercase 12-pt. Courier New letters and stayed on the 

screen for 67ms (equals five scans of a 75-Hz video monitor), being immediately replaced by a 

backward mask composed of a pseudorandom string of 11 uppercase consonants (e.g., 

XFGRJHWKMZQ) for 13ms. The backward mask shared no consonants with either the target or 

any of the primes and preceded the same target in all three prime conditions. The auditory target 

was presented 13ms after the onset of the backward mask, and the mask remained on the screen 

until the end of the trial. The prime duration was set to 67ms as Grainger et al. (2003) reported that 

obtaining pseudohomophone effects with the masked cross-modal priming paradigm was unlikely 

even with native speakers when shorter prime exposures were used. We also used the same type of 

backward mask as Grainger et al. (2003) to prevent revealing these longer primes to the 

participants. 

---Please, insert Figure 1 about here--- 

The stimuli were presented to participants via a Beyerdynamic DT 550 headset connected to 

a standard PC. Visual primes were presented on a monitor with a 75-Hz refresh rate (frame duration 

of 13.3ms). The experiment was controlled and run using DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003). 

Participants were instructed to decide as quickly and as accurately as possible whether the spoken 
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stimu us was a French word or not. They did so by pressing the ‘yes’ button on the right or the ‘no’ 

button on the left of a Logitech Attack 3 joystick. For left-handed participants, this response 

procedure was reversed. Following a response, the backward mask disappeared from the screen. 

The cut-offs for the responses and the inter-trial interval were 4,000ms and 532ms, respectively (see 

Grainger et al., 2003). Response latencies and error rates were recorded for data analyses. 

Familiarity rating 

The main experiment was followed by an off-line target familiarity rating task. All target 

words from experiment 1 and 2 were presented visually to the participants
i
. Because we wanted to 

know the degree to which knowledge about the targets’ meaning would influence the recognition, 

we asked the participants to give a L1 Finnish translation for each word and rate on a 5 point scale 

how certain they were of the given meaning (100 %, 75%, 50%, 25% and 0%=a guess). If they did 

not know the meaning of the word, they had to choose between “I have seen this word before but I 

don’t know its meaning” or “I have never seen this word before”. There was no time  imitation for 

this task. These ratings were transformed into familiarity scores ranging from 0 to 6, and these 

scores were used in the ana ysis as a measure of each participant’s subjective familiarity for each 

target. 

Results 

Prior to the data ana yses, the targets that resu ted in a high number of errors (≥ 50%  were 

excluded. This resulted in nine targets to be removed (cime, clan, grange, nerf, paix, ruse, plot, 

proie and score). In addition, all incorrect responses (22.0 %) as well as responses below 100ms 

and above 2000ms (3.7%) were excluded from further analyses. Additional by-subject outliers 

(responses that were further than 1.58 x IQR from the by-subject logRT median, 2.0%) were 

excluded using by-subject boxplots (Tukey, 1977). Table 3 summarizes the results from Experiment 

1. 

---Please, insert Table 3 about here--- 
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Reaction times 

The data analysis was carried out by fitting a linear mixed model to the log-transformed 

latency data using participants and items as a crossed-random factor (e.g., Baayen 2008), and 

condition (repetition, pseudohomophone, control), subjective familiarity and proficiency level 

group (lower intermediate, higher intermediate, high) as the fixed-effect predictors. We used 

backward elimination and log likelihood tests to evaluate the models (function anova in R). The 

best model without random correlation parameters showed significant effects for the repetition 

(Estimate = -0.041, SD = 0.009, t = -4.59, p < 0.001), and pseudohomophone conditions (Estimate 

= -0.018, SD = 0.009, t = -2.01, p = 0.047) as well as familiarity (Estimate = -0.011, SD = 0.002, t 

= -4.09, p < 0.001). We then inspected the effects of by-subject and by-item random slopes for the 

fixed predictors. Likelihood-ratio test showed that adding by-subject slopes for familiarity increased 

the model fit significantly (p < 0.001). The resulting model is depicted in Table 4. The analyses 

revealed that the repetition condition and the pseudohomophone resulted in clear facilitation 

compared to the unrelated condition. As we expected the repetition condition to show stronger 

priming than the pseudohomophone condition, we inspected the relative strength of the priming 

effects in the two conditions. We calculated the respective priming effects for the subjects 

(averaged over items) and items (averaged over subjects) separately by calculating the by-subject 

and by-item means for all three conditions and subtracting the baseline values from the 

pseudohomophone and repetition condition means. A paired t-test for the subject and item means 

showed that priming in the repetition condition was marginally stronger than in the 

pseudohomophone condition (t1(74) = 1.575, p = 0.059; t2(86) = 1.651, p = 0.051; 1-tailed). In 

addition, we observed a significant effect of subjective familiarity, showing faster recognition for 

more familiar than less familiar words. 

Adding an interaction term to the model did not increase the model fit significantly, which 

suggests that there were no qualitative differences between the proficiency groups, or, that there 
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was not enough statistical power to detect such an interaction. However, as it is of interest to see 

whether all groups showed the effect to a similar degree, planned comparisons were carried out for 

the high proficiency and lower intermediate proficiency groups separately. The lower intermediate 

proficiency group showed a marginal effect of repetition priming (t = -1.87, p = 0.062) whereas for 

the high proficiency group this effect was significant (t = -2.55, p= 0.014). There were no 

significant pseudohomophone effects for any of the groups when analysed separately, suggesting 

that this effect was equally present in all groups, but did not appear significant in the separate 

analyses due to lack of statistical power. 

Error rates 

We inspected response accuracy by fitting a generalized linear mixed model (function lmer 

with binomial family in R) to the error data (correct, incorrect) with subjects and items as a crossed-

random factor (e.g., Baayen, 2008), using the above fixed-effect predictors. The repetition condition 

significantly reduced the number of errors overall (Estimate = 0.527, SD = 0.126, z = 4.16, p < 

.001), whereas the pseudohomophone primes had no effect (z = 1.34, p = 0.180). Planned 

comparisons showed that the repetition condition produced significantly less errors in the high 

proficiency group (Estimate = 0.857, SD = 0.261, z = 3.28, p = 0.001,) whereas there was only a 

trend in the lower intermediate proficiency group (Estimate = 0.336, SD = 0.208, z = 1.62, p = 

0.106). The pseudohomophone condition was not significant in either of the proficiency groups. 

---Please, insert Table 4 about here--- 

Discussion 

The results of Experiment 1 showed that the masked cross-modal priming technique can be 

used to investigate spoken language processing with L2 learners. It further showed that 

orthographic activation can lead to facilitation also in L2 speech processing. We obtained a 

significant repetition priming effect showing that the visual primes had an early effect on the 

processing of the auditory targets. Repetition priming also significantly reduced the number of 
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errors. However, the observed repetition effect as such does not confirm whether orthography is 

activated during all speech processing or across tasks (e.g., Taft et al, 2008; Peereman, Dufour & 

Burt, 2009; Cutler, Treiman & van Ooijen, 2010; Pattamadilok et al., 2011). We also obtained a 

slightly less pronounced but a significant effect of pseudohomophone priming which is in line with 

the results obtained with L1 speakers (Grainger et al., 2003). This pseudohomophone effect could 

also be interpreted as orthographic to some extent, because the pseudohomophone primes often 

shared several letters with the target words. As expected,, the repetition effect was stronger, albeit 

statistically only marginally so, than the pseudohomophone effect, suggesting that the difference 

was due to the larger orthographic overlap in the repetition than the pseudohomophone condition.
ii
 

As expected, the subjective familiarity of the targets was a powerful predictor of both the reaction 

time latencies and error data (cf., De Groot et al., 2002). When the proficiency groups at the two 

ends of the proficiency scale were compared and analysed separately, the high proficiency group 

showed stronger effects for repetition priming and thus more native-like performance than the lower 

intermediate proficiency group (see, Grainger et al., 2003). 

As we were able to establish cross-modal influence from orthography to phonology within 

the target language, in Experiment 2 we proceeded to investigate between-language orthographic 

and phonological influence from L1 (Finnish) to L2 (French) with the same paradigm. 

Experiment 2: orthographic and pseudohomophone priming from L1 to L2 

In order to investigate between-language orthographic influence in L2 spoken word 

processing, we used the masked cross-modal priming paradigm as in Experiment 1. Instead of using 

L2 based primes, we now used primes based on the participants’ L1, Finnish. First, our primary 

goal was to investigate how the activation of orthographically similar but semantically and 

phonologically unrelated real written L1 words would influence the processing of auditory words. 

As the grapheme-phoneme correspondences in Finnish and French differ to a great extent, we were 

able to avoid both semantic and phonological overlap between the primes and the targets and create 
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a solely orthographic condition. Second, we wanted to contrast this condition with a phonological 

condition where the primes would be pronounced as similarly as possible compared to the targets 

but written according to the L1 sound to spelling rules. However, since it turned out to be difficult 

to find a sufficient number of familiar existing Finnish words that could serve as pseudohomophone 

primes while accommodating our primary goal of inspecting orthographic overlap, we used 

phonotactically legal pronounceable Finnish nonwords. As it is not possible to match Finnish and 

French pronunciation exactly, these primes were not a 100 % phonological match with the L2 

targets, but L1 Finnish accented variants of the L2 French target words. The choice of graphemes to 

represent L2 phonemes not existing in L1 was based on a task where L1 Finnish learners of 

different proficiency levels in L2 French had to write pronunciation instructions for French words 

to Finnish speakers not speaking any French.    

Obtaining effects from L1 real word orthographic primes would speak for language non-

selective access to an integrated lexicon. On one hand, if the  earner’s  exica  system for L2 is 

indeed integrated with and organised as their L1, we might expect inhibition to arise (see e.g., 

Dijkstra et al., 2010). However, this effect could be strongly dependent on their L2 proficiency and 

could depend on how familiar, and thus how stable the meaning representations of the L2 words are 

for the learners. We might also expect inhibitory effects in the orthographic overlap condition 

resulting from the phonological mismatch between the L1 primes and the L2 targets. In that case the 

inhibition would rise at the sublexical level.
iii 

 On the other hand, obtaining a facilitative effect 

would speak for a sublexical locus and support online activation of orthographic/phonological 

codes. Again, however, this effect might interact with proficiency and familiarity of the words. As 

to the L1 pseudohomophone primes, we expect facilitation if the sublexical route via L1 grapheme-

to-phoneme correspondences offers a pathway to L2 phonology. As the lower proficiency learners 

have less stable L2 phoneme-to-grapheme mappings, they should benefit more from the 

phonological activation via L1 phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences than from orthographic 
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overlap with L1 words, even though this might be more clearly visible for relatively less familiar 

words. The high proficiency learners, with more integration between phonological and orthographic 

information, should therefore show both phonological and orthographic effects. As our participants 

L1 orthography is shallow and highly transparent, they might rely more on the sublexical 

orthographic representations and show therefore facilitative orthographic effects even for L1 real 

word primes. These effects should get smaller for more familiar words because of the more stable 

lexical representations (further, possibly causing inhibition with L1 primes). In sum, we expect the 

proficiency groups to show a different pattern of results for these conditions: the high proficiency 

group should show stronger orthographic effects and the lower proficiency group stronger 

phonological effects, possibly with diminishing effects as the subjective word familiarity increases.  

Method 

Participants 

Participants were the same as in Experiment 1. 

Materials 

A set of 45 words and 45 non-words served as targets in Experiment 2 (see Appendix B). 

The target stimuli were mono- or bi-syllabic French nouns and were 4 to 7 letters long consisting of 

2 to 6 phonemes with a mean lemma frequency (LEXIQUE-database; New et al., 2001) of 98.4 

(films = spoken frq) / 114.4 (books = written frq) per million words.. The properties of the targets 

are summarized in Table 5. 

---Please, insert Table 5 about here--- 

The auditory targets were associated with three Finnish-based (L1) visual prime conditions: 

(1) orthographic onset overlap, (2) Finnish-based pseudohomophones and (3) unrelated controls. In 

the orthographic onset overlap condition (1) the primes were semantically unrelated Finnish words 

with a three-letter orthographic onset overlap with the target’s written form: L1 <huivi> ([huivi], 

‘scarf’  priming L2  ɥi   (<huile>, ‘oi ’ . It must be emphasized that in all cases the primes had 
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on y orthographic but no phono ogica  over ap with the targets (e.g.  hui  vs.  ɥi  . In the L1 

pseudohomophone condition (2) the primes were phonologically and orthographically legal non-

word pseudohomophones which according to the Finnish grapheme-phoneme conversion rules 

would be pronounced closely like the targets: L1 <yil> ( yi  , ‘non-word’  priming L2  ɥi  . The 

primes in the control condition (3) were real Finnish words with no semantic, phonological or 

orthographic overlap with the target: L1 <saate> ([saːte , ‘covering note’  priming L2  ɥi  . The 

primes in conditions 1 and 3 were matched with the targets for frequency and number of syllables. 

Design and procedure 

The design and procedure were as in Experiment 1. 

Results 

One of the targets (lance) produced more than 50% of errors and was excluded from the 

analysis. All incorrect responses (12.9 %) as well as responses below 100ms and above 2000ms 

(2.6 %) were excluded. Per subject outliers (responses that were further than 1.58 x IQR from the 

by-subject logRT median) were also excluded (2.5%). The results are summarized in table 6. 

---Please, insert Table 6 about here--- 

Reaction times 

The remaining reaction times were log-transformed and analysed using linear mixed 

modelling (as in Experiment 1) with participants and items as a crossed-random factor (e.g. Baayen, 

2008), and condition, familiarity of the targets, proficiency level group as fixed-effect predictors. 

The best model without random correlation parameters showed a three-way interactions suggesting 

that the high proficiency group differed significantly from the low intermediate group (intercept) 

with respect to familiarity and the L1 pseudohomophone condition (t = 2.23, p = 0.026) and 

marginally significantly with respect to familiarity and the orthographic onset condition (t = 1.76, p 

= .079). We then proceeded to inspect the effects of by-subject and by-item random slopes for the 

fixed predictors. Likelihood-ratio test (anova function in R) justified adding by-subject slopes and 
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by-item-slopes for familiarity (p = 0.006). Table 7 presents the resulting model with the best fit to 

the data. As the summary indicates, only the former interaction remained significant. There was 

also an additional two-way interaction between high proficiency group and pseudohomophone 

condition indicating that the high proficiency group behaved significantly differently from the 

lower intermediate group with respect to this factor. 

Separate analysis for the low intermediate and high proficiency levels revealed differing 

patterns of results for the two groups. The lower intermediate proficiency group benefitted from the 

pseudohomophone primes that showed significant facilitation (Estimate = -0.030, SD = 0.015, t = - 

1.99, p = 0.051) but not from the orthographic condition (t = - 0.42). Including by-subject random 

slopes for familiarity significantly improved the model fit and also improved the results for the 

fixed-effect predictors (Orthographic onset, t = - 0.54; Pseudohomophone, t = - 2.24). In the high 

proficiency group the pseudohomophone primes showed marginal facilitation (Estimate = -0.166, 

SD = 0.091, t = -1.82, p = 0.071), whereas the effect of orthographic onset overlap condition was 

significant (Estimate = -0.192, SD = 0.096, t = - 2.01, p = 0.046). Moreover, in the high proficiency 

group the facilitation induced by orthography was further modulated by a marginally significant 

interaction with the familiarity of the targets (Estimate = 0.032, SD = 0.017, t = 1.95, p = 0.057) 

indicating that the benefit from orthography in the high proficiency group grew less when the target 

words became more familiar. The interaction between the familiarity of the targets and L1-based 

pseudohomophones was marginal (Estimate = 0.027, SD = 0.016, t = 1.72, p = 0.086). The 

distribution of log-transformed priming effects between different subjective familiarity scores are 

depicted in figure 2. Including by-subject and by-item random slopes did not increase the model fit 

according to likelihood-ratio test. 

---Please, insert Figure 2 about here--- 

Error rates 
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We fitted a logistic mixed effects regression model (lmer with binomial family in R) to the 

error data with subjects and items as a crossed-random factor (e.g. Baayen, 2008), and condition, 

proficiency level group, familiarity of the targets as fixed-effect predictors (see Table 6 for the error 

percentages). The model with the best fit to the data revealed a significant two-way interaction 

between the high proficiency group and the orthographic overlap condition (Estimate = 2.741, SD = 

1.335, z = 2.05, p = 0.040) indicating that in the orthographic condition, the high proficiency group 

was significantly more accurate than the lower intermediate group. A further three-way interaction 

between proficiency, orthographic overlap and familiarity (Estimate = -0.658, SD = 0.255, z = -

2.58, p = 0.010) showed that familiarity modulated the effect of orthographic overlap in the high 

but not in the low intermediate group. The high proficiency learners were more accurate with less 

familiar targets, and had a clear tendency to be less accurate with more familiar targets, whereas no 

such difference was observed for the lower intermediate group. 

Overall, target word familiarity marginally reduced the number of errors (Estimate = 0.137, 

SD = 0.079, z = 1.74, p = 0.081), and the high proficiency group was marginally more accurate than 

the lower intermediate proficiency level group (Estimate = -1.674, SD = 0.887, z = -1.89, p = 

0.059). When the groups were analysed separately, in the lower intermediate group there was a 

facilitative trend in the L1 pseudohomophone condition (Estimate = 0.447, SD = 0.272, z = 1.64, p 

= 0.101), but not in the orthographic condition (z = 1.36). The familiarity of the targets reduced 

errors significantly both in the lower intermediate (Estimate = 0.175, SD = 0.059, z = 2.98, p = 

0.003) and the high proficiency group (Estimate = 0.467, SD = 0. 102, z = 4.60, p < 0.001). As to 

the high proficiency group, the effects of the orthographic (z = -0.61) and pseudohomophone (z = -

0.66) priming were not significant. None of the by-subject and by-item adjustments increased the 

model fit significantly for any of the error analyses. 

---Please, insert Table 7 about here--- 

Discussion 
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The results of Experiment 2 suggest that orthography can play a role in spoken word 

recognition even with L2 learners, but that orthographic effects depend on the proficiency level of 

the learners and on the familiarity of the targets. When we analysed the data of all the different 

proficiency level participants together, we observed a significant interaction between the Finnish-

based pseudohomophone condition, proficiency level group and familiarity of the targets in 

response latencies, and a trend for a similar interaction in error rates. These interactions indicated 

that for more familiar words, activating the phonology via L1 grapheme-to-phoneme mappings 

induced stronger facilitative effects in the lower intermediate proficiency group than in the high 

proficiency group which had a tendency to be less accurate compared to the unrelated baseline in 

this condition. We also observed a marginal interaction between the L1 Finnish orthographic primes 

sharing first three letters with the L2 French targets, proficiency level and the familiarity of the 

targets indicating that in the high proficiency group the facilitative orthographic effect was smaller 

for more familiar than less familiar words. We also observed a significant interaction between the 

same factors for error rates showing that high proficiency learners were less accurate when the 

primes were real L1 words. As in Experiment 1, the familiarity of the targets was the most powerful 

single predictor both for the RTs as well as the error data. When we analysed the data from different 

proficiency levels separately, the groups showed a distinctly different pattern: we obtained 

facilitative orthographic effects in the high proficiency group for latencies, whereas the lower 

intermediate proficiency group did not show any orthographic effects. In contrast, 

pseudohomophone facilitation was observed only in the lower intermediate proficiency group both 

for the reaction times and error rates. In addition, the orthographic effects on the reaction times of 

the high proficiency group were modulated by the familiarity of the targets showing that the 

facilitative effect of orthography decreased with more familiar words. The same inhibitory profile 

was found in the error data as well showing that, unlike the lower intermediate group, the high 
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proficiency  earners’ benefit from orthographic information decreased and their error rates 

increased as the target words got more familiar. 

Obtaining L1-based pseudohomophone effects for the lower intermediate proficiency group 

suggests that these learners have not yet acquired stable L2 word representations with sufficient 

amounts of orthographic and phonological information or sufficiently strong links between the two. 

The significant interaction between orthographic primes and the familiarity of the targets showing 

facilitation for the mid-range but not the high familiarity words, the words the subjects were only 

25% - 50 % certain, suggests that L1 orthography can offer sublexical facilitation for L2 processing 

when the L2 lexical representation is semantically unstable/weak but the form is familiar. The lack 

of effects for highly familiar targets is in line with this, suggesting that when the L2 semantic 

representations become more stable, cross-language lexical competition between L1 and L2 might 

result in inhibiting the benefit from sublexical orthographic facilitation. This finding is also 

compatible with the non-selective bilingual lexical account and the co-structuration account 

described above. These different patterns of results obtained for the low intermediate and highly 

proficient learners indicate that the processing mechanisms responsible for these effects for L2 

spoken words might be different depending on the learners’ proficiency  eve .    

General discussion 

Summary of the main findings 

The present study investigated the role of orthography in spoken word recognition with L1 

Finnish learners of L2 French using masked cross-modal priming. The results indicate that 

orthography can influence spoken word processing even with L2 speakers, but that its influence 

depends on  earners’ overa   level of L2 proficiency.  

For the L2 intralingual priming experiment (Experiment 1), we predicted stronger effects in 

the repetition condition than in the pseudohomophone condition, and stronger, more native-like 

effects for the more proficient learners. The visually presented repetition primes (<stage> –  staʒ   
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facilitated the recognition of the auditory target words significantly. This was also the case with 

French pseudohomophones (<staje> –  staʒ  , but to a lesser extent. The pseudohomophone 

condition, though originally designed to be phonological, was without doubt also partly an 

orthographic one as the orthographic overlap with the targets was non-negligible. The results 

confirmed that activating the orthographic form of the target word can facilitate the recognition of 

its spoken form with L2 speakers, as it does with L1 speakers. Furthermore, the result shows that 

masked cross-modal priming is a viable tool for the investigation of L2 spoken word processing. 

For the L1-L2 interlingual priming experiment (Experiment 2), we observed different 

patterns of effects depending on the participants’ overa   proficiency  eve  and the prime type. As 

expected, in the high proficiency group, we observed facilitation in the latencies in the purely 

orthographic condition consisting of L1 Finnish real word primes. In line with the predicted 

inhibition, the orthographic benefit (in RTs and errors) disappeared in this group with highly 

familiar targets. In contrast, the lower intermediate group showed no facilitation in the orthographic 

condition, but did benefit from the phonological condition consisting of L1 Finnish-based 

pseudohomophone nonwords that could be pronounced like the targets. The results indicate that 

orthography plays a role in L2 spoken word recognition as it does in native speech perception (cf. 

Grainger et al., 2003), but only for relatively advanced learners with relatively established mental 

representation of the L2 lexicon. 

Orthographic and phonological information in L2 word recognition 

Models of language processing based on interactive activation assume that orthographic 

information is co-activated during phonological processing and phonological information is co-

activated during orthographic processing (e.g. Grainger et al. 2003; Grainger & Ziegler, 2011). The 

BIA+ model, a bilingual interactive activation model of visual word recognition (Dijkstra & van 

Heuven, 2002; van Heuven & Dijkstra, 2010) also assumes that orthographic, phonological and 

semantic representations are stored in an integrated language non-selective lexicon where the word 
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candidates of any language are activated if the input matches the stored sublexical and lexical 

representations. Its architecture is based on the assumption of online co-activation of both 

modalities: visual input activates first sublexical orthographic representations which in turn activate 

both orthographic whole-word representations and sublexical phonological representations. The 

whole-word form representation can send bottom-up activation to the semantic representations as 

well as to the so called language nodes that account for the language membership. 

The framework of BIA+ model fits well for explaining the findings of our intralingual 

Experiment 1. The robust cross-modal repetition effect that we obtained in the intralingual L2 

priming experiment (Experiment 1) suggests that like with native speakers, with L2 learners not 

dominant in the target  anguage, the activation of the target’s orthography facilitates the processing 

of its spoken form. The locus of this facilitation might have been either sublexical or lexical. If the 

locus is sublexical, this effect could be explained by the online co-activation account and it would 

have arisen because the learners had enough connections between the strong orthographic 

representations and probably weaker phonological representations. The larger observed effects with 

more proficient learners could in this framework be explained by the increased number of 

connections between orthography and phonology. If the locus were lexical, the effect might have 

been induced by lexical representations containing both orthographic and phonological information, 

which would be in line with the co-structuration account. Our results for Experiment 1 did not tease 

apart these two possible explanations.  

The weaker but significant intralingual L2 pseudohomophone effect could be interpreted in 

the same framework as being strictly phonological. However, it is likely that it had a large 

orthographic component because there was both phonological and orthographic overlap between the 

primes and the targets. As we argued above, L2 speakers that learn L2 in instructional settings 

might often acquire the orthographic forms of the lexemes earlier or at the same time than their 

spoken variants. Thus, the pseudohomophone effect could arguably have an even stronger 
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orthographic component for these learners than for L1 speakers. However, in our study this effect 

was not modulated by familiarity nor was it affected by L2 proficiency level in any straightforward 

way. Because the primes were non-words, this suggests that the benefit arose sublexically. This 

means that for getting from the visual form to the sublexical phonological representations and for 

the pseudohomophone effect to arise, the L2 learners have to have acquired sufficient knowledge 

about how orthography maps into phonology in L2.  

Our between-language priming results in Experiment 2 could partly be interpreted in the 

BIA+ framework as having a sublexical locus. A brief presentation of visual L1 words sharing their 

first three letters with the targets (like <huivi>) activated orthographic units associated with this 

form (e.g. <h>, <u>, <i> or <ui>) and these units activated both the orthographic whole-word 

representation <huivi> and the corresponding phonological units (e.g. /h/, /u/, /i/ or /ui/). In the high 

proficiency group the Finnish L1 orthographic primes (e.g., huivi [huivi] ‘scarf’  facilitated the 

recognition of the French L2 words (e.g., huile  ɥi   ‘oi ’). Because the orthography-phonology link 

in Finnish is not based on the same grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences as French L1 words, 

this would suggest that the locus of this facilitation was sublexical: the activated orthographic units 

(<h>, <u>, <i>) also mapped onto the sub exica  phono ogica  units of L2 (/ɥ/ /i/ ) in parallel to 

those of L1 (/h/, /u/, /i/). However, this effect diminished for more familiar words.  

In contrast, the lower intermediate group did not benefit from orthographic information, but 

did show significant facilitation with the L1-based pseudohomophones. Because Finnish has a 

shallow transparent orthography, this effect was due to direct phonological activation: The L1 

pseudohomophone non-word prime <yil>, mimicking a Finnish-like accented pronunciation of the 

French word, offers fast mapping of native spelling-to-sound and further to L2 phonology via the 

sublexical phonological units (/y/, /i/, /l/.). This is in line with the findings suggesting that L1 

sublexical links between orthography and phonology can influence L2 processing (Hayes-Harb et 

al., 2010). It also suggests that the phonological representation for L2 words might be influenced by 
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the L1 accent (see, e.g., Hanulikova & Weber, 2012; Reinisch, Weber & Mitterer, in press, for the 

effects of the L1 accent on L2 speech perception). Furthermore, since the primes in the L1 

pseudohomophone condition did not have orthographic over ap with the L2 targets’ written form, 

this effect, along with the lack of one in the orthographic condition, suggests that the lower 

proficiency learners have not yet developed stable L2 orthography-phonology representations in 

French. Important, the lack of this effect with high proficiency learners coupled with the observed 

orthographic facilitation that diminished for high familiar words in this group suggests that the 

processing mechanisms maybe different for different L2 proficiency levels.  

In the interlingual priming Experiment 2, the benefit from orthography depended on how 

well the participants knew the word’s meaning. Non-target language orthographic neighbours are 

known to cause inhibition due to lexical competition (van Heuven & Dijkstra, 1998; Bijeljac-Babic 

et al.1997). If increased certainty about the meaning of the word is an indicator of a (more) stable 

lexical representation, then the result suggests that our learners benefitted from sublexical 

orthographic facilitation only when the word did not yet have a stable representation in place, 

because the facilitation from L1 orthography grew less when L2 target word familiarity increased. 

The possibility that the inhibition would have resulted from the mismatch between the orthographic 

and phonological information on the sublexical level cannot be totally overruled, but it seems 

likely, that the benefit from bottom-up sublexical activation was countered and rendered moot by 

competition at the lexical level, even though it was not general and stable enough to counter all the 

bottom-up facilitation thus showing itself as a lack of facilitation in RTs and as an inhibitory trend 

in error rates (cf., Dijkstra et al., 2010, whose within-modality inhibition was nonsignificant as 

well). The results fit well with the idea that native and non-native words compete for recognition in 

a language non-specific integrated bilingual lexicon. They further suggest that increasing 

experience with L2 spoken input co-structures lexical representation for non-native words and 

diminishes the likelihood of false alarms originating from L1 bottom-up orthography. In sum, our 
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finding that L1 orthographic effects were modulated by the familiarity of the targets and the level of 

overall proficiency indicates that orthographic overlap between L1 primes and L2 targets offers a 

shortcut to access L2 word representations assuming that the learners have enough knowledge about 

the correspondences of L2 orthography and phonology at the sublexical level and assuming that 

they do not yet have stable L2 lexical representations that would cause inhibition by the interlingual 

lexical competition. 

The restructuration account as such does not seem suitable for explaining the results of our 

participants who were all relatively late learners of L2, literate when starting to learn L2 French, 

and exposed to plenty of written input. It is unlikely that these learners would have strong 

phonological representations in L2 that were later restructured by the orthography. An alternative 

explanation for L2 learners excluding the sublexical resonance between phonology and orthography 

like the restructuration account (Taft et al., 2008) would be the co-structuration account suggested 

above. When orthographic and phonological information are learned in parallel, it could lead to the 

development of abstract orthographic-phonological representations which amalgamate information 

from both modalities. In terms of this account our results could be explained by a proficiency-

related quantitative difference about how much orthographic and phonological information is stored 

in the L2 lexical representations and a qualitative difference in how accurate this information is and 

how well it is integrated. If the co-structuration of orthographic and phonological information had 

led to balanced integration of this information from the early developmental stages, we should have 

observed similar effects at all proficiency levels. This was not the case, however. The observed 

differing between-language effects for lower and high proficiency learners could be interpreted as 

showing that as the learners become more proficient, their lexical representations contain 

increasingly accurate orthographic and phonological information with sufficient amounts of 

integration resulting from the learning of L2 grapheme-phoneme correspondences. 

Conclusions 
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The results of the current study suggest that L2 learners of different proficiency levels can 

benefit from different information sources for processing spoken words. Interactive activation 

models (e.g. Grainger & Ferrand, 1994, Grainger et al., 2003, Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002, van 

Heuven & Dijkstra, 2010) fit well for explaining these results. The links between sublexical 

orthographic and phonological representations lead to facilitation if orthography is activated by the 

prime – regardless of the source language. More proficient learners have developed more and 

stronger links between the modalities and show therefore more pronounced orthographic effects. An 

alternative explanation would be the co-structuration account described above. Learners who have 

been exposed largely to written language from the early stages of L2 learning are unlikely to not 

have acquired enough orthographic information for words that they are able to recognize in the 

spoken form. Therefore differences due to proficiency may be qualitative: More proficient learners 

would have acquired more accurate orthographic and phonological information in L2, integrated it 

better in common abstract representations and show therefore more and stronger effects. There is 

also the possibility that the processing mechanisms are not the same at different proficiency levels. 

Lower proficiency L2 learners might have separate orthographic and phonological representations 

which are co-activated if there is enough matching information between the two, whereas higher 

proficiency learners might have integrated these two in one common set of qualitatively co-

structured lexical representations.   

The current study is the first to use the masked cross-modal paradigm to investigate the 

relationship between orthography and phonology with L2 speakers. It has established the use of this 

method in L2 context by showing that orthographic effects can be obtained both in L2 intralingual 

and between-language priming from L1 to L2. More important, it has shown that high proficiency 

L2 learners activate orthography automatically and early in spoken word recognition whereas lower 

proficiency L2 learners rely more on phonological processing. Whether orthography is 
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automatically activated in other types of tasks and with L2 learners of other types of L1 

orthographies is to be solved in further studies. 
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Table 1. Summary of the background information of the participants in Experiment 1 and 2 (n = 

75). 

 

Participant background factor min max mean median 

Age 18 47 23.2 21 

Age of acquisition for French 7 20 13.6 14 

L2 proficiency  = DIALANG test scores   
   

Overall score* 13 28 19.1 19 

Reading** 3 6 4.6 5 

Listening** 2 6 4.2 4 

Length of residence in a French speaking country (weeks) 0 112 21.8 5 

Order of acquisition for French 2 6 3.9 4 

Number of languages spoken 4 7 5.3 5 

* Scores on CEFR-scale: 1-5 = A1,6-10 = A2, 11-15 = B1, 16-20 = B2, 20-25 = C1, 25-30 = C2 

** Scores on CEFR-scale: 1 = A1, 2 = A2, 3 = B1, 4 = B2, 5 = C1, 6 = C2  
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Table 2. Summary of the distributional properties of the target words used in Experiment 1. 
 

Target property min max median mean 

Number of letters 4 6 5 4.7 

Number of phonemes 2 4 3 3.2 

Lemma frequency / million (oral corpus) 0.29 842.18 27.86 85.37 

Lemma frequency / million (written corpus) 0.61 680.54 49.02 114.68 

Number of homographs 1 3 1 1.5 

Number of homophones 1 10 2.5 3.4 

Number of orthographic  neighbours 0 18 5.5 6 

Number of phonetic neighbours 3 29 14 14.9 

Orthographic uniqueness point 4 6 5 4.6 

Phonetic uniqueness point 2 4 3 3.2 
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Table 3. Arithmetic mean reaction times (RT) and error percentages in Experiment 1. 

 

  All participants Lower Intermediate 

group 

High proficiency 

group 

Prime Type RT (ms)  Error (%) RT (ms) Error (%) RT (ms) Error (%) 

Repetition 1048 16.0 1054 22.9 998 9.0 

Pseudohomophone 1073 20.2 1063 24.1 1009 14.5 

Unrelated control 1090 22.5 1084 27.3 1026 16.7 
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Table 4. The model with the best fit for Experiment 1. The reference levels for factors were as 

follows: Condition (Cond) – Unrelated; Proficiency level – lower intermediate. 

 

Random Effects Name  Variance Std. Dev. 

Subject (Intercept) 0.029 0.171 

 Familiarity 0.000 0.014 

Item (Intercept) 0.002 0.049 

Residual  0.035 0.187 

    

Fixed Effects Estimate Std.Error t-value 

(Intercept) 7.058 0.035 203.47 

Cond:Pseudohomophone -0.019 0.009 -2.06 

Cond:Repetition -0.042 0.009 -4.65 

Proficiency:Upper intermediate 0.044 0.038 1.13 

Proficiency:High  -0.051 0.040 -1.30 

Familiarity -0.014 0.004 -3.91 

http://condrepetition.fr/
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Table 5. Summary of the distributional properties of the target words used in Experiment 2. 

 

Target property min max median mean 

Number of letters 4 7 5 5.4 

Number of phonemes 2 6 4 3.7 

Lemma frequency / million (oral corpus) 6.66 605.75 30.05 98.39 

Lemma frequency / million (written corpus) 11.96 738.24 55.54 114.41 

Number of homographs 1 3 1 1.4 

Number of homophones 1 10 2 3.3 

Number of orthographic neighbours 0 15 5 4.9 

Number of phonetic neighbours 0 27 10 9.5 

Orthographic uniqueness point 4 7 5 5.2 

Phonetic uniqueness point 2 6 4 3.7 
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Table 6. Arithmetic mean reaction times (RT) and error percentages in Experiment 2. 

 

 All participants 
Lower Intermediate 

group 

High proficiency 

group 

Prime Type RT (ms) Error (%) RT (ms) Error (%) RT (ms) Error (%) 

Orth. onset overlap 1012 10.4 1062 12.4 951 8.1 

Pseudohomophone 1011 9.2 1043 11.3 950 8.8 

Unrelated control 1024 10.9 1069 15.0 963 6.7 
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Table 7. Results from the data analyses for Experiment 2. The reference levels for factors were as 

follows: Condition (Cond) – Unrelated; Proficiency level – Lower intermediate. 

 
Random Effects Name Variance Std. Dev. 

Subject (Intercept) 0.026 0.160 

 Familiarity 0.000 0.007  

Item (Intercept) 0.014 0.118 

 Familiarity 0.000 0.011 

Residual  0.030 0.173 

    

Fixed Effects Estimate Std.Error t-value 

(Intercept) 6.990      0.047 148.60 

Cond: Orthographic onset  -0.014 0.037 -0.37 

Cond: Pseudohomophone 0.022 0.036 0.61 

Proficiency:Upper intermediate -0.026 0.061 -0.40 

Proficiency:High 0.090 0.092 0.98 

Familiarity -0.006 0.006 -0.96 

Cond: Orthographic onset * Prof.: Upper intermediate   0.043 0.059 0.73 

Cond: Pseudohomophone * Prof.: Upper intermediate   -0.005 0.056 -0.08 

Cond: Orthographic onset * Proficiency: High    -0.162 0.103 -1.58 

Cond: Pseudohomophone * Proficiency: High    -0.171 0.098 -1.75 

Proficiency: Upper intermediate * Familiarity 0.002 0.007 0.25 

Proficiency: High * Familiarity  -0.011 0.007 -1.59 

Cond: Orth. onset * Prof.: Upper intermediate *Familiarity   -0.013 0.011 -1.18 

Cond: Pseudohom.* Prof.: Upper intermediate *Familiarity   0.005 0.010 0.47 

Cond: Orth. onset * Proficiency: High *Familiarity   0.028 0.018 1.52 

Cond: Pseudohom. * Proficiency: High * Familiarity   0.036 0.017    2.09 
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Figure captions: 

 

Figure 1. The timeline of the experimental trials in Experiments 1 and 2.  
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Figure 2. Log transformed priming effects by subjective familiarity of the targets in Experiment 2. 

 
0 = I have not seen this word before  

1 = I have seen this word, but I don’t know its meaning  

2 = I am not at all certain of the meaning that I gave for this word  

3 = I am 25% certain of the meaning that I gave for this word  

4 = 50% certain 

5 = 75% certain 

6 = 100% certain 

 

Panel A = all participants, Panel B = lower intermediate group and Panel C = high proficiency group. 
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Appendix 1. Stimuli used in Experiment 1. 

 

 
Target 

 
Repetition 

prime 

Pseudohomo-

phone prime 

Unrelated prime 

1.  aigle   g   aigle eigle grois  gʀwa  

2.  ange    ʒ  ange anje gric  gʀik  

3.  banc  b    banc bant  pime [pim] 

4.  base [baz] base baze  gron  gʀ    

5.  blond  b     blond blont  frate  fʀat  

6.  boire  bwaʀ  boire boyre  teuil  tœj  

7.  bras [bra] bras brat  cove [kov] 

8.  cage  kaʒ  cage caje  roil  ʀwa   

9.  caisse  k s  caisse kaisse  streup  stʀœp  

10.  chez  ʃ   chez chei  lure   yʀ  

11.  cime [sim] cime sime  fluc [flyk] 

12.  cirque  siʀk  cirque sirque  glaibe  g  b  

13.  clair  k  ʀ] clair klair  frone  fʀ n  

14.  clan  k     clan klan dorc  d r  

15.  corde  k ʀd  corde korde  flane [flan] 

16.  crise [kriz] crise cryse  blime [blim] 

17.  dose [doz] dose doze  fien  fi    

18.  drap  dʀa  drap dras  plor  p  ʀ  

19.  flot [flo] flot flos  cabe [kab] 

20.  force  f ʀs  force forse  prond  pʀ    

21.  frais  fʀ   frais fraie  plour  p uʀ  

22.  franc  fʀ    franc frant  siple [sipl] 

23.  frein  fʀ    frein frain guile [gyil] 

24.  froid  fʀwa  froid froie  vagne [vanj] 

25.  front  fʀ    front frond mivre  mivʀ  

26.  genre  ʒ  ʀ  genre jenre  dronc  dʀ    

27.  graine  gʀ n  graine greine  clodre  k odʀ  

28.  grange  gʀ  ʒ  grange granje  diosse  di s  

29.  gros  gʀo  gros grop  tase [taz] 

30.  grotte  gʀ t  grotte grothe  sphonx  sf  ks  

31.  joie  ʒwa  joie jois  tran  tʀ    

32.  laine    n  laine leine  drout  dʀu  

33.  large   aʀʒ  large larje  croin  krw    

34.  lent       lent lant  fiec  fi k  

35.  long       long lont  tabe [tab] 

36.  mois [mwa] mois moie  pite [pit] 

37.  nerf  n ʀ  nerf nerd  clon  k     

38.  nord   n ʀ  nord  nore lane [lan] 

39.  ocre   kʀ  ocre okre muif [myif] 

40.  paix  p   paix pais sube [syb] 

41.  peigne  p nj  peigne paigne straid  stʀ   

42.  pente  p  t  pente pante flomb  f     

43.  plage  p aʒ  plage plaje trinc  tʀ    
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44.  plot [plo] plot plos beul  bœ   

45.  proie  pʀwa  proie prois gleur  g œʀ  

46.  rond  ʀ    rond ront pive [piv] 

47.  rouge  ʀuʒ  rouge rouje plonf  p   f  

48.  ruse [ryz] ruse ruze blas [bla] 

49.  sage  saʒ  sage saje flile [flil] 

50.  score  skoʀ  score scord flein  f     

51.  singe  s  ʒ  singe sinje flour  f uʀ  

52.  sourd  suʀ  sourd soure blain  b     

53.  sport  sp ʀ  sport spore vrime  vʀim  

54.  stage  staʒ  stage staje fueur  fyœʀ  

55.  train  tʀ    train trein suque [syk] 

56.  treize  tʀ z  treize traize buinte [byint] 

57.  trois  tʀwa  trois troie bieur  biœʀ  

58.  truc  tʀyk  truc truk aule [ol] 
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Appendix 2. Stimuli used in Experiment 2. 

 

 
Target 

 
Orthographic onset 

prime 

Pseudohomophone 

prime 

Unrelated 

prime 

1.  ennui    nɥi  enne [enːe] annyi [anyi] lumo [lumo] 

2.  herbe   ʀb  hermo [hermo] erb [erb] lakka   akːa  

3.  honte    t  honka [hoŋka] oont  oːt  kulma [kulma] 

4.  horreur  oʀœʀ  horros [horːos] orröör  orøːr  latvus [latvus] 

5.  huile  ɥi   huivi [huivi] yil [yil] saate  saːte  

6.  jardin  ʒaʀd    jarru [jarːu] zardän [tsardæn] touhu [touhu] 

7.  joue  ʒu  jousi [jousi] zuu [tsuː  siili  siː i  

8.  lance     s  lanka [laŋka] laans   aːns  kylki [kylki] 

9.  langue     g  lankku [laŋkːu] laang   aːŋg] tuisku [tuisku] 

10.  lien   j    liemi [liemi] liän [liæn] sulka [sulka] 

11.  lieu [ljø] liete [liete] liö [liø] nokka [nokka] 

12.  linge     ʒ  linkki [liŋkːi] läänz   æːts] juoppo  juopːo] 

13.  maison  m z    mainos [mainos] mezon [metson] päästö  pæːstø  

14.  manche  m  ʃ  manner [manːer] maansh  maːnʃ  syytös  syːtøs  

15.  moulin  mu     moukka  moukːa] mulän [mulæn] töyräs [tøyræs] 

16.  neige  n ʒ  neiti [neiti] neez  neːts] puuro  puːro  

17.  noix [nwa] noita [noita] nua [nua] täyte [tæyte] 

18.  nuit  nɥi  nuija [nuija] nyi [nyi] härkä [hærkæ] 

19.  peintre  p  tʀ  peikko  peikːo] pääntr  pæːtr  laakso   aːkso  

20.  peuple  pœp   peukku  peukːu] pöpl [pøpl] kyykkä  kyːkːæ  

21.  peur  pœʀ  peura [peura] pöör  pøːr] vihko [vihko] 

22.  pince  p  s  pinja [pinja] pääns  pæːns  talja [talja] 

23.  poisson  pwas    poisto [poisto] puasson  puasːon  kärppä  kærpːæ  

24.  poupée [pupe] pouta [pouta] pupee  pupeː  tahna [tahna] 

25.  raison  ʀ z    raivo [raivo] rezon [retson] heinä [heinæ] 

26.  rasoir  ʀazwaʀ  rasia [rasia] razuaar [ratsuaːr  tyyny  tyːny  

27.  renard  ʀənaʀ  renki [reŋki] rönaar  rønaːr  tossu  tosːu  

28.  renfort  ʀ  f  ʀ  rengas [reŋːas] ranfoor  ranfoːr  muisti [muisti] 

29.  route  ʀut  rouhe [rouhe] rut [rut] hikka  hikːa  

30.  ruine  ʀɥin  ruiske [ruiske] ryin [ryin] hamppu  hampːu  

31.  rumeur  ʀymœʀ  rumpu [rumpu] rymöör [rymø:r] hanki [haŋki] 

32.  sauce  s s  sauma [sauma] sos [sos] köysi [køysi] 

33.  soif [swaf] soidin [soidin] suaf [suaf] välkky  væ kːy  

34.  soin  sw    soija [soija] suän [suæn] kylpy [kylpy] 

35.  souris  suʀi  soutu [soutu] suri [suri] lappu   apːu  

36.  taureau  toʀo  tauko [tauko] toroo  toroː  lääke   æːke  

37.  tension  t  sj    tentti  tentːi] tansion [tansion] pyörre  pyørːe  

38.  tenue  təny  tenho [tenho] töny [tøny] kiuas [kiuas] 

39.  toile [twal] toive [toive] tual [tual] sydän [sydæn] 

40.  veine  v n  veitsi [veitsi] ven [ven] koukku  koukːu  

41.  vent  v    vene [vene] van [van] palo [palo] 

42.  ventre  v  tʀ  ventti  ventːi] vaantr  vaːntʀ  horkka  horkːa  

43.  voile [vwal] voide [voide] vual [vual] jätös [jætøs] 
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44.  voisin  vwaz    voima [voima] vuazän [vuatsæn] syksy [syksy] 

45.  voiture  vwatyʀ  voitto  voitːo] vuatyyr  vuatyːʀ  päätös  pæːtøs  
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Footnotes 
                                                           
i
 40 of the participants conducted the familiarity rating task immediately after the lexical decision 

experiment. 35 of the participants conducted the familiarity rating task 2 months after the main 

experiments because they were asked to give auditory familiarity ratings for the same targets 

immediately after the experiments. 

ii
 Even though it cannot be ru ed out that the stronger effect part y ref ects the repetition primes’ 

lexicality compared to the pseudohomophones, there is evidence that even nonword repetition 

primes may produce full masked priming effects (e.g., Bodner & Masson, 1997; Masson & Isaak, 

1999; cf. Forster, 1998; Kinoshita & Lupker, 2003, for an overview). This issue, however, is 

beyond the scope of the present paper. 

iii
 We thank the anonymous reviewer for pointing out this possibility. 


